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Knowledge Engineering and Statistical Expert Systems 
Robert J. Boncella 


Washburn University 


(Editor's note: This is another installment in the series "Expert Statistical Systems: Will they make 
Consultants Obsolete?" The next three installments look at this question from the perspective of the 
knowledge engineer, one who carries out the analysis and design necessary for the implementation of 
knowledge based systems. ) . 

To begin to answer this question we need to understand, in a formal sense, three things: the nature of 
the activity of statistical consulting, the nature pf the activity ofanalysis and design ofa knowledge base, 
and the architecture of expert systems. The reason for this approach is to understand in general the 
process of building an expert system, and in particular an expert statistical system. When we become 
better informed ofwha t is involved in 'this kind ofundertaking we will be better able to attempt to provide 
an answer to our question. 

Artificial In~elli~ence - A Definition 
Expert systems are perhaps the most well-known applicatipnsofartificial intelligence principles. 

These principles are the ideas of knowledge representation and search.. .The searching takes place in a 
fonnal symbol domain created by the knowledge representation. 

Our assumption is that problem solving is an intelligent activity that is achieved through the use of: 
(1) Sym bol patterns to represent significant aspects ofa problem domain; (2) Operations on these symbol 
patterns to generate potential solutions to problems from the problem domain; and (3) Search to select 
a solution from among these potential solutions. These assumptionsform the physical symbol system 
hypothesis of artificial intelligence. The derivative principles of knowledge representation and 
searching that representation form the foundation for expert systems architecture. 

. Expert Systems - A Definition 
Functionally, an expert system is an intelligent software package that uses an expert's knowledge and 

inference method to solve problems which would require human expertise for their solution~ . Futher
more, this software can be used by non~experts to solve these problems. This "black box"definition is 

. I 

useless in any attempt to understand the capabilities ofexpert systems. Unfortunately, all too often this 
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,is the .onlydefiniti.on that n.on-kn.owledge engineers see. A m.ore enlightened understanding.of expert 
systefu~ can be gained if we disc.uss what is, in effect, the "anat.omy andphysi.ol.ogy" .of expert systems. 

The gross anat.omy .of an expert system is depicted bel.ow:· ' , ' ,~' ' 

Analysis and Design Activity 

Programming or Knowledge 
Representing Activity 

KNOWLEDGE BASE 

(f.ormal repre~entati.on 9f kn.owledge derived fr.om expert~)
. . .'. 

-----------~~--~-~~~~ 
INFERENCE PRQCEDURE 
(search meth.ods f.or kn~wledge base) 

User Interaction Activity ~..____ . 

. .' . 

From thi~ figure we can see: t.o what the "black b.ox" definiti.on refers. It is merely the Users(s) node 
and ~he User Interacti.on Activityarc~Whatis critical t.o .our understanding .of h.ow this system works is 
an understanding.of the inferen.ce pr.ocedures, the kn.owledge representiIlg activities,and(mostcritical 
.ofall) the analysis and,design activity. 

Inference procedures 
There are several ways t.o represent kn.owledge but in a pr.oblem s.olving e~pert'system the most 

c.omm.on meth.od is with ."IF THEN _" rules and facts about the pr.oblemd.ornain..We ,will have 
m.ore t.o say ~boutrepresenting kn.owledgeina later article. 

Given that we have a kn.owledge base .of IF THEN rules and facts, we have tw.otypes of 
inference procedures. These are f.orwar" chainin~ and backward chainin~. We can inf.ormally 
characterize these procedures as f.oll.ows. 

F.orward chaining is data driven. We use existing facts in ~he kn.owledge base and the IF _ THEN 
'_rules t.o derive new facts. This is d.one by determining if a fact satisfies the antecedent .of .one 9f the 
IF _ THEN~ rules; ifit d.oes thenthe c.onsequent .of thatrule is added t.o the knowledge pase; This 
procedure is repeated but the newly derived fact is added t.o the kn.owledge base. The strategy he,re is, ' 
t.o try t.o derive as many facts as p.ossible and hope that al.ong the way a s.oluti.on will bef.ound. 

Backward chaining is g.oal driven. We determine if the s.olution is a c.onsequence .of an IF _THEN 
rule. If it. i$ the inference pr.ocedure determines if the antecedent .of this rule occurs as a fact in the 

knowledge base .or as thec.onseque~t .of ano.ther rule. If it .occurs as a fact ~hen the s.oluti.onis derived. 
" If the. needed antecedent is a c.onsequent .ofap.other rule then the, inference procedure repeatsth,e 

http:s.oluti.on
http:s.oluti.on
http:c.omm.on
http:inferen.ce
http:understanding.of
http:Interacti.on
http:definiti.on
http:repre~entati.on
http:understanding.of
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foregoing process. This process continues until either the solution has been derived or the list of rules 
in the knowledge base has been exhausted. . 

These two inference procedures are most useful in diagnosis/treatmenttype expert systems. There 
areUterallyhundreds of expert systems of this type. (For a list. consult A Guide to Expert Systems by 
David A. Waterman.) These types of expert systems implement a consultant/consulti!e paradigm to carry 
out their activity ofproblem solving. What makes these types of expert systems useful is the way they 
can derive new facts from the rules and the initial facts contained in the knowledge base. 

Clearly, the }>ower of an expe:rt system is not necessarily its inference procedurC? but its knowledge· 
,bas~. What we must next consider is what knowledge is represented in a knowledge base andhow that 
knowledge is represented. This we will do in the next article in this series. 

Reminder: If you have not paid your $5 newsletter subscription fee. please send acheck to 
Bill Bridges, Dept. of Experimental Statistics, Clemson University, Clemson,SC 29634 

Please include your address so that we can check our records. Make the check payable to the 
merican Statistical Association. 

Please note: If there is a "??" symbol by your name on the mailing label, otirrecords indicate tha 
e have not yet received your payment. We want to keep sending you this newsletter. but we 

arinot afford to without your help. If we are not providing you with a service that is worth $5. 
leasedo not· 've u on us--su estim rovements! 

Ethical Issues in· StatisticaIConsuItin'g 
(Editor's note: This is the first in a series dealing with ethical issues.· Each installment will have the 

following format: A practicing consultant will describe an actual situation he or she was involved in that 

created some type of ethical problem. We then solicit the responses of two or three other consultants. 

and publish those as well. We invite from our readers (1) your responses to these problems, (2) 


. description ofproblems you have encountered and (3) volunteers to respond to future problems .. Our first . 

issue is raised by John E. Boyer, Jr., Associate Professor, Department of Statistics, Kansas,state 

University) 

Dear Editor, 
The following narrative desqibe~ a consulting situation I encountered as a part of my work. I am 

seeking opinions as to what I could or should have done. . . 
Before I start. let me describe briefly my situation at Kansas State University. lamone of eight faculty 

who have joint appointments in the College ofArts and Sciences and the Agriculture Experiment Station 
(half salary is paid by each unit). The duties for the Experiment Stat~()n include consulting for all research 
faculty in the College of Agriculture. as well as the graduate students they have taken on. 

Early in the summer!pf 1987. a gradu!\te student (ph.D. candidate) from one of the departments of the 
College of Agriculture made an appointment to see me for some advice Qn setting up the project that 
would be the basis ofthe doctoral dissertation. The candidate met with me and a graduate student in 
statistics (my department routinely involves graduate students in consulting projects,especially in the . 
summer when there seems to be more time for such activity) one time and described to us thetypeof 
project. being comtemplated. the physical resources available, and what. kinds of things the major 
professor thought might be leamed. Among the most serious of difficulties was that the basic results 
should answer questions about treatl:'rients in a two by two factorial design and there were available only 
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six experimental units, which apparently needed to be blocked into two blocks of size three each. There 
was also a great lack of equipment to make the desired number ofmeasurements, (large numbers of 
measurements at varying locations within the experimental units and across time), even for the six 
experimental units available, and no hope ofobtaining more for any proposed additional units. I was not' , 
satisfied that adequate results could be obtained but did ask the candidate to take the statistiCs graduate' 
student to the site of the proposed research to look it over and report back to me. The report coincided 
with my original belief that thery was a dearth of resources for the kind of goals sought. 

I asked the graduate student to arrange a meeting with ,the major professor present. The reply was that 
, " this was impossible, that the major professor was away at the time biIthad already given approval to the 

project as it had been described to me. I asked that work not be started on the project until the major 
professor and I had a chance to discuss the project. , 
, The next contact I has was a telephone call in the late spring of 1988, with the graduate student asking 
to make an appointment to brinK the major professor to see me. At this meeting I discovered thauhe 
project had gone full-sp~ed ahead shortly after the two meetings of the previous summer with the major 
'professor's approval.' The student came armed with twolab booksfull of data and no notion of how to 
analyze it or even to plot it in a way that made sense. Truthfully, I cannot remember why the major 
professor was present at this meeting. My speculation at this point is that it was to add emp~asis to the 
graduate student's need for assistance in the analysis of the data. ,', , 

The data was messy. In addition to the difficulties previously cited, there were numerous missing 
values, occasionally missing treatment combinations and numer:ous examples of multiple sizes of 

",-''-'-'~ex1?erimefltal-uflit§'-(split-s:pliHplit-plets}-:The-graduate~S:tudent~wh&.-was,to~benef4tcfF0m4his~al;ysig'-~..-,
I !was not a sophisticated statistician or statistical programmer. .' 
, 1\ That's the story in a nutshell. I had no doubt that the data collectedforthis project could be analyzed 

}using appropriate statistical methods, but it would be a real mess and ,an ·awful lot of (probably 
/ ' , .' " ,

!unnecessary)work for someone beSIdes the graduate student. "," , 
,I have omitted details that you might find pertinent only becauseI am more interested in the general 

question "What is myresponsibility to consultees who ignore my advice?" Another, and maybeeve~ 
, more important, question is "Can I avoid recurrences of the situation, and if SQ,how?" 

RESPONSE 
J. L. Hess, E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Wilmington,Delaware 

The situation described in this letter differs from my consulting environment in two key respects. My 
clients pay for statistical consulting services directly. In the situation described in the letter, the 
consultant's time has been "prepaid" - he isoverhead. Direct paymennends to modify the behavior of 

, clients who collect a mound of messy data (or a paucity of poorly designed data), and then look toa 
statistician to mine the nuggets ofinformation. The cost ofthis approach to obtaininginformation is high, 
and the chances of being successful are low. 

An~ther difference in consulting environments is that my clients and I have a peer relationship, not 
a professor/student relationship. I think that there is less attendant protocol and politics when the client 
and consultant are peers. A peer relationship results in more direct communication and lessens the 
chances for misunderstanding. 
, Despite these differences, I will comment on the questions asked. It appears that the major professor 

sent the graduate strident to the consultant to have the proposed field work "blessed." When that blessing 
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.	was not forthcoming the work went on anyway. One thing that could have beendone differently would 
be to communicate via letter to the major professor after the first meeting. This letter would make it hear 

. that the expectations and the experimental resources did not match. This letter sbould lay Qut what 
reasonable expectations are, perhaps in terms of a confidence interval for a treatment difference of 
interest (pointing out the uncertainty and how that uncertainty is related to the number ofobservations), 
and the possible problems should any of the data be missing. This improvedcommunication may have 
ameliorated the described situation. 

I do not think one can completely eliminate recurrences of this type of situation. However, you,can 
do things to help minimize the number of times you end up in this position. I think you need to take the 
strategy of building long term relationships with clients and the clients' department management. . This 
relationship building would work towards raising awareness and building vahle for the services you offer 

. the Agricultural SchooL 

Some specific tactics could be: 


**Get involved in the seminar series sponsored by the client organization. This would be an 
opportunity to become part ofthe clients' regular routine, share success stories, introduce new technology 
as appropriate, and possibly have roundtable discussions. 

* *Meet regularly with as much of the client organization as possible. Perhaps there could be an 
"eat and learn lunch series" on the application of statistics to agriculturalresearch (emphasizing design). 
This could be a once a month brown bag affair. 

**Make yourself visible to the client department. Set up an office in the Agricultural'School and 
,.,keep regular,·part-time officehouFs, 

**Work with the other Statistics Department faculty who serve as consultants to the Agricultural 
School. Perhaps by organizing differently you can be more effective. 

**Try to think of ways for costs to show more directly the work done for individual clients. 
The goal of this strat,egy would be to develop more of acollaborative partnership with the scientists 

in the Agricultural School. 

RESPONSE 

Richard E. Lund, Professor of Statistics, Agricultural Experiment Station, 


Montana State University 

Assuming I were John Boyer, my personal reaction as a professional statistician in a non-acadeIIlic 

role would be to decline further involyement!· The researcher, and likely his supervisor, ignored my 
advice before. Why should I waste valuabletirne again in an attempt to elevate the analysis ofa poor 
experiment to a level remaining no better than poor? My advice may be ignored again! Theresearcher's 
inefficiency hopefully will lead to removal from a research assignment. 

But do I have further responsibility as afaculty member and statistician in a reputable College of 
Agriculture? Ibelieve I do. Any failure of a major advisor to properly supervise his student's research' 
reflects some failure on all faculty. We faculty give considerable emphasis to independent thinking, to 
freedom to pursue OUfOWn special interests, to travel when necessary, to work far too many hours in a 
day, and to fail miserably sometimes. The system is not always efficient, andat times it is uilproductive. 
Nevertheless, it works because individual failures in both academic pursuits and'research results are 
corrected in the long-run by oneself and others. 
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'I cannot believe that results from a single experiment, whether itt>e conducted well or oadly, would 
ever be accepted as the critical determinative experiment for a Ph.D; dissertation. Rather, I will assume 
that this one is only part of a series of experiments. hoo may prefer to classify it as mere experience, 
not a valid experiment. ,Upon considering this experience to be a valuable part of the education process 
ofthe student (and major advisor also because faculty members are assumed capable oflearning), I would 
continue to stimulate and support learning. Hopefully the experience may provide some insight into the 
phenomena under study, though more likely, it will provide only learning abouthow the nextexperirilent 
should be set up and data be analyzed., " , ' , 

My statistical advice would lieklyentail many plots and elementary descriptive statistics. My aim 
wouldbe to get the student involved with his data. He can learn what he should do nexttime and practice' 
his analysis. I would avoid use of any sophisticated adjustments for the non-balance, missing cells and 
correlated responses. When examining the student's results, I would give special attention to detection 
of conclusions not, dearly supported by the data, including "proving the null hypothesis". by non-
significance of tests. , ' ,," 

Next, I would start "working on"thefaculty advisor. He is one of my colleagues, and as profession
als we have, a.greed to learn from our mistakes. Sounds idealdoesn't it, but let's try! . . 

RESPONSE 
. .." . . 

L. W. Grimes, Professor, Department of Statistics, Clemson University 
,~:_~Thec..'an,~wedn-a-:nutshelJl~to-Dr_Bo~s--'sto.I'Y~in~a-llut~helr=is-that~he-ha.s-no~bligatioRof~responsi~- -----,-" 
, i. bility whatsoever to.continue consulting with a client who will not follow hisadvice,at least in the 

, 	 situation he described. In fact, he should flatly refuse. No amount of statistics in the world can turn bad 
experiments into good science. 

There. I have saidit. I mean it. I wish I could follow my own advice. There are a thousand shades 
ofgray, more excuses than estimable functions and likel y as not it willrequire less time, energy and effort 
to go ahead with the analysis than to refuse to help the client. 

If experience has taught me anything, it is that successful consulting arrangements are not isolated 
incidences but are developed over a long period ofassociation between the researcher and the statistician. 
Abuses will Occur but perpetrators are not (nor will they become) repeat customers. 

Statistical Consulting Problems 
, , 	 Dennis L.' Clason, Editor, , , 
'Department of Experimental Statistics, New Mexioo StateUniversity, Las Cruces, NM88003-3130 

We have an additiona1.solution to Arnold Saxton's (Department ofExperimental Statistics, Louisiana 
State University) problem, which first appeared in Vol. 5 No.1. The first solution, offered by Chiangjian 
Jian,appeared in VoL 5 No.2. After presenting again the description of Saxton's problem (so you don't 
have to huntup those back issues), we present a precis of a comprehensive solution proposed byO.B. 
Allen, A.R. William, and D,A.J. Ryan from the Universi,ty of Guelph. ,,' , ' , 

Problem: A dairy scientist wantsto testif current bacterial infe<;tion in udders affects the chance of 
invasion by more pathogenic bacteria. ' Each cow has 4 teats which can be viewed as independent units 
'- infection will not spreadfrom one to the other. At birth teats are free of infection (0), but gradually 
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pick up natural infections of bacteria A. The 1 °cows available might thus be represented at 0000, 
0000., OOAO, AOOO, AAOO, AAOO, AAAO, AOAA, AAOA, AAAA, showing.various degrees 
ofinfections. The more pathogenic bacterium B can be artificially applied to tl,1e teats and measurements 
taken to see if B successfully invaded the teat. If cows respond differently due to variation in natural 
resistance to B, describe how to conduct the experiment. Also describe the testing procedure you would 
use. 

Solution: If the response is qualitative, we have the following cross tabulation for each cow: 

B -invaded 

A ){es ~o 


i ){es x. n. - X. n,
1 1 1 1 

n 

f 

e 4 -no =m. 

. 1 1 

c 
t 
e 4-t. 

1 

d 

At the beglnnin'g of the expe~iment we have nl teats infected with A and fill =4 - nl non-infected teats. 
We observe that x. of the n. infected teats and y. of the non-infected teats are successfully invaded by 

1 1. 1 . 

organism B. Let Pli (P ) be the probability than an A infected (non~infected) teat will be successfully z
invaded byE. We now have several choices of test statistic depending on, the assumptions we will 
superimpose. 

If we a.ssumea constant odds ratio of <I> == (Pu/(1-P1))/(PJ(1~P2i)) across coWs and that (xpy) are 
independent binomials, we can use the Mantel-Haensze1 (1959) statistic TMHto test Ho: <1>==1. If the 
assumed independence across teats on a cow is considered susgect,Liang's (1985) statistic can be used: 

,[L(xi-ni tfN)]2 Ho 

T= -.,-------------:'"---- - XZ(1) 
L 'L(Xtnit/NY, 

An alternative analysis uses logistic regression. A side benefit of this analysis is an asymptotic 

confidence intervalfor, <P. (Problem Editor's comment: some may find this,more palatable than the point 

hypothesis tests proposed above.) We also have a testof the assumed constant <I> over cattle by fitting 
a model of the form 

where X. rep'resent cow effects, , ... ,6, Xi? == 1 if A is present on 11. teat (=0, otherwise), Pi =P[teat i 
1) . , 

invaded by b], i==1,.;.,28. Testing Ho:.Y =Q is a test for homogeneous odds ratios across cows, and testing 
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Finally, the group from Guelph note that if the response recorded is quantitativ:e (e.g., a bacterial count 
from each quarter) it is possible, to view the data as the result of 'an unbalanced 'block design 
(cows=.blocks). Because of the imbalance and the three animals that are 0000 or AAAA, it is likely 
that'the recovery of interblock information will be useful. Thus, we must estimate a ,fixed effect (A vs. 
0) in a mixed model. They note that this is possible using BMDP3V or SA~-GLM. 

References 
Mantel, N. and Haenszel, W. (1959). Statistical aspects of the analysis of data from retrospective 

studies of disease. J. Nat. Cancer Inst. 22:719-748. 
Liang, K. (1985). Odds ratio inference with dependent data. Biometrika 72:678-682. 

Our thanks to Allen,William, and Ryan for this thorough response (and our apologies for taking 
so long to get it into print). 

Reality rears its ugly head once again in another in our series ofstatistical consulting problems, this 
one proposed by Melchor Ortiz ofNew Mexico State University. Ifyou have a response to this problem, 
or wish to propose a problem, please write to problem editor Dennis Clason by May 15, 1989, so that 
we can get it into the June newsletter. We'll publish Dr. Ortiz' solution in a later issue, and compare it 
to~the_,solutions_:W~Jyceiye. ---- ___ -_ _-- __,___ "OCC---C.-~-

Problem: A plant breeder was screening, a large number of varieties for disease resistance. Disease 
expression is dependent on temperature, so the seeds were grown in temperature controlled tanks. There 
were 7 tanks available 'for the experiment. Each tank could hold 16flats of seeds in a 4 x 4 square. There 
were anumber of design possibilities (e.g., BIBor PBID) but all required too much time and material. 
Itwas decided to use disease expression in 2 different lines as covariates in a CRD. One line is susceptible 
(S), one line is resistant (R). Other experiments conducted in this eI\vironment suggest there may be 
moderate tank and time effects. 

Here is the catch: S proved to be very susceptible, and ~hedisease oftepkilled the germinantsbefore 
they emerged. In several cases, only a few (less than 5) were scorable for disease expres'sion. The 
resistant control R waS highly resistant and usually flourished. The screened varieties all lay between 
Sand R for disease expression. 

Two specific cillestions need to be addressed: (1) The flats all started out with 25 seeds. Are a very 
few plant scores'(say 3) enough to use as a covariate? (The observed response is the mean,disease 
score for each plant.) (2) Assuming the covariates are considered unusable, how would you salvage 
the experiment? 

; 

In the next issue ofThe Statistical Consultant: We continue the series on expert systems and the series 
on ethical issues in consulting. 

Many thanks to those who contributed'articles for this issue. Contributions are he:(eby solicited; if you 
have an idea, don~t waitto be asked! " ,,' 
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